
               RF based advanced wireless Industry automation system

The project mainly aims in designing completely automated switch board with the 

help of RF technology to control the industrial electrical appliances and also provide a 

user friendly environment of the user to operate the devices effectively. It majorly aims in 

providing a reliable system for illiterates and old people who finds difficulty in operating 

few high end devices like AC, water heaters etc.

RF Communication ranges in between 30 KHz to 300 GHz. RF communication 

works by creating electromagnetic waves at a source and being able to pick up those 

electromagnetic  waves at  a  particular  destination.  These electromagnetic  waves travel 

through the air at near the speed of light. The wavelength of an electromagnetic signal is 

inversely  proportional  to  the  frequency;  the  higher  the  frequency,  the  shorter  the 

wavelength. 

             The device consists of a microcontroller, which is interfaced with the input and 

output modules, the controller acts as an intermediate medium between both of them. So 

the controller can be termed as a control unit. The input module is nothing a switch board 

to which RF transmitter is interfaced. When the user presses a switch the data will be 

transmitted over RF transmitter. The data will be received by the RF receiver and is fed 

to controller. The Microcontroller acts accordingly to program and switches the Relays to 

which electrical devices to be operated are connected. The Microcontroller used in the 

project is programmed using Embedded ‘C’ language.

Features:

1. RF based wireless transmission. 

2. Controls high and low voltage devices.
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This project provides exposure to the fallowing technologies:

1. RF wireless Technology.

2. Control buttons and RF transmitter interfacing.

3. Interfacing RF receiver and microcontroller.

4. Embedded C programming.

5. Conversion of AC supply to DC supply.

6. Design of PCB.

The major building blocks of this project are:

1. Regulated Power Supply.

2. Microcontroller.

3. Reset.

4. Crystal Oscillator.

5. Control buttons.

6. LED indicators.

7. Relay with driver.

Software’s used:

1. PIC-C compiler for Embedded C programming.

2. PIC kit 2 programmer for dumping code into Micro controller.

3. Express SCH for Circuit design.

4. Proteus for hardware simulation.
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Regulated Power Supply:

Block diagram:
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